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ABSTRACT

Speaker indexing of an audio database consists in organizing the
audio data according to the speakers present in the database. It
is composed of three steps: (1) segmentation by speakers of each
audio document; (2) speaker tying among the various segmented
portions of the audio documents; and (3) generation of a speaker-
based index. This paper focuses on the second step, the speaker
tying task, which has not been addressed in the literature. The re-
sult of this task is a classification of the segmented acoustic data
by clusters; each cluster should represent one speaker. This paper
investigates on hierarchical classification approaches for speaker
tying. Two new discriminant dissimilarity measures and a new
bottom-up algorithm are also proposed. The experiments are con-
ducted on a subset of the Switchboard database, a conversational
telephone database, and show that the proposed method allows a
very satisfying speaker tying among various audio documents, with
a good level of purity for the clusters, but with a number of clusters
significantly higher than the number of speakers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speaker indexing of an audio database consists in organizing the
audio data according to the speakers present in the database. It
is composed of three steps (Figure 1). The first step is the seg-
mentation of each audio document by speakers. The segmentation
produces a set of speaker-based segmented portions that we will
refer to as speaker utterances in the following. The second step
consists in tying the various speaker utterances among several pre-
viously segmented audio documents. During this stage, one label
is attributed to all the speaker utterances matched together. The last
stage corresponds to the creation of a speaker-based index.
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Fig. 1. Block-diagram of a speaker indexing system.

The speaker segmentation problem (Figure 2) is usually ad-
dressed by one of the two following methods. The first one (de-
scribed in [1][2][3]) relies on a speaker change detection followed
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stering step. The second one (see for instance [4][5]) does
mentation and the clustering simultaneously using a hidden

model. In both cases, the system has to determine the set
kers present within a given audio document as well as the
ries of each intervention. No a priori information on speak-
sed in these approaches, i.e. the speaker utterance models
t during the segmentation process. However, a world / back-
model may have been trained on a different data set and used
t the speaker models and / or normalize the scores computed
ch speaker model.
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An audio document

utterance models

Segmented audio document

X1 X2 X3

utterance utterance utteranceX1 X2 X3

Speaker segmentation and generation of speaker utterance models.

eaker utterances tying is a classification problem similar to
r clustering [2][3]. Speaker clustering is usually done in-
e audio document, whereas, in speaker utterances tying,
ces are matched among several audio documents (Figure 3).
er, similar segments inside one audio document are already
d during the preliminary segmentation process. Moreover,
ched utterances are longer than the segments used in speaker
ng. But the great number of channels in the set of audio doc-
represents an additional difficulty.
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List of clusters:
Audio document X

Audio document Y

Audio document Z

Fig. 3. Example of speaker utterances tying.

e last step of speaker indexing is the creation of a speaker-
ndex which remains an open and difficult problem for real
tions. The aim of a speaker-based index is to organize the
d speakers to make the search in a database more efficient.
this paper, we focus on the speaker utterances tying step,
has not been addressed in the literature, assuming that the



segmentation has been accurately done: we use the segmentation
given with the Switchboard database and this segmentation has not
been evaluated again. An accurate segmentation is a segmentation
in which each intervention is labeled by the right speaker and all
speakers have been found. The boundaries have also accurately
been set. We also suppose that models have been computed on
every speaker utterance during the segmentation phase. At the
end of the speaker utterances tying step, all the speaker utterances
previously segmented are grouped into clusters, each cluster cor-
responding to a speaker identity. We also assume that the number
of speakers (that is, the number of clusters) in the audio database
is unknown. However, in the framework of an audio information
retrieval application, this number will usually be high. Therefore,
it is not possible to re-calculate all the models when an additional
audio document (that is, additional speaker utterances) is added to
the audio database. The chosen technique will have to allow the
addition of new speakers with a low cost.

The methods used in speaker clustering (described in [1][2][3]
for instance) can be applied to the speaker utterances tying prob-
lem. Hierarchical classification is the main method proposed for
speaker clustering. It is an iterative agglomerative method. At each
stage, the algorithm groups the two closest clusters, according to a
chosen dissimilarity measure. The result of hierarchical classifica-
tion is generally represented by a dendrogram which illustrates the
consecutive groupings of clusters (Figure 4).
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Cutting = ({a, b, c, d}, {e, f, g}, {h, i})

Pruning = ({a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f}, {g}, {h, i})

Fig. 4. Example of dendrogram: cluster selection methods.

In this paper, we propose to apply a hierarchical classification
approach to the new problem of speaker utterances tying. We apply
this technique to an audio database composed of conversational
telephone speech (a subset of Switchboard II).

2. SPEAKER UTTERANCES TYING ALGORITHM

A hierarchical classification method is defined by:
• a measure of dissimilarity between clusters;
• an agglomerative method based on the chosen measure to

group clusters together;
• a dendrogram pruning method to select the final set of clus-

ters.

2.1. Dissimilarity Measures
A dissimilarity measure expresses the closeness between clusters
composed of speaker utterances. Let d(u, v) be a dissimilarity
measure between clusters u and v. We will assume in the following
that d is symmetric, that is, d(u, v) = d(v, u).

Here are a few dissimilarity measures classically proposed in
the literature for speaker clustering:

•Methods which require models to be trained at each utterances
grouping as the generalized likelihood ratio [2] or the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) [1]. These two methods have a heavy
computational cost.

• Methods which do not require models to be trained at each
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ces grouping as the cross likelihood ratio (dclr) [3] or the
tric Kullbach-Leibler distance [2].

tation
t Xi be the set of utterances corresponding to speaker i in
io document X .
t SX = {X1, . . . , Xi, . . . , Xn} be the set of speaker utter-
n the audio document X .
t λ(Xi) be the utterance model corresponding to data Xi.
t Xi = SX − {Xi} be the utterances not corresponding to
r i.
t l(v|λ(u)) be the likelihood of the data v given the model
(v|λ(u)) is normalized by the number of speech frames in

a v.
t l(v|λ(Xi)) = maxx∈Xi

l(v|λ(x)).

t l(Xi|λ(u)) = maxx∈Xi
l(x|λ(u)).

t λ(W ) be the background model.
t r(v|λ(u)) be the ratio between l(v|λ(u)) and l(v|λ(W )).

ssic Dissimilarity Measures
e cross likelihood ratio [3] is expressed in terms of dissimi-
s:

dclr(Xi, Yj) =
l(Yj |λ(W ))

l(Yj |λ(Xi))
· l(Xi|λ(W )

l(Xi|λ(Yj))

easure does not discriminate Xi and Yj from the other ut-
models Xi and Yj .

posed Dissimilarity Measures
propose two measures which use explicitly all kind of in-

on present in the audio documents X and Y (utterances or
). If utterances Xi and Yj are produced by the same speaker,
eaker i can not have produced Yj and speaker j can not have
ed Xi.
e first proposed dissimilarity measure uses data from the
tterances present in the audio documents X and Y :

d1(Xi, Yj) =
f(Yj |λ(Xi)) + f(Xi|λ(Yj))

f(Yj |λ(Xi)) · f(Xi|λ(Yj))

e the likelihood (l) or the likelihood ratio (r).
e second one uses the other utterances models (that is, λ(Yj)
Xi)) corresponding to the data present in the audio docu-

and Y :

d2(Xi, Yj) =
f(Yj |λ(Xi)) + f(Xi|λ(Yj))

f(Yj |λ(Xi)) · f(Xi|λ(Yj))

ain, f can be the likelihood (l) or the likelihood ratio (r).

similarity Matrix
sed on one of these measures, we define a dissimilarity ma-

posed of the dissimilarity measures between all pairs of
ces. But grouping utterances from the same document is
evant, since the utterances of a given audio document are
ed by different speakers. Therefore, d(Xi, Xj) = +∞ for
in a given audio document X .

gglomerative Methods
erative methods are abundantly documented in the litera-
[6][7]. We just remind the formulae of the two algorithms
used in our experiments.

tPn = {C1, . . . , Ci, . . . , Cj , . . . , Cn}be the partition com-
f n clusters.

t ca
i be an element of the cluster Ci.



Let cb
j be an element of the cluster Cj .

In the single link method, the dissimilarity between two clus-
ters is the minimum of the dissimilarity between all pairs of utter-
ances drawn from the two clusters. The formula is: d(Ci, Cj) =
mina,b d(ca

i , cb
j).

In the complete link method, the dissimilarity between two
clusters is the maximum of all pairwise dissimilarities between
utterances in the two clusters: d(Ci, Cj) = maxa,b d(ca

i , cb
j).

2.3. Tree Pruning
At the end of the hierarchical classification algorithm, a dendrogram
is built in which each node corresponds to a cluster. The cutting
(or pruning) of the dendrogram produces a partition composed of
all the utterances. Several techniques exist in the literature [2][7]
for selecting a partition. These techniques consist in cutting the
dendrogram at a given height or in pruning the dendrogram by
selecting clusters at different heights (see Figure 4).

Classic Pruning Method
In our experiments, we selected the partition by pruning the

dendrogram. The method that we call Best is described in [3]. It
is based on the estimated purity1 p̂i of the cluster i (see for instance
[2][3]). At each stage, the best scorei = p̂i − Q

ni
is selected. The

scorei is computed for each node i corresponding to the cluster i
composed of ni elements. The descendants and ancestors of i are
then removed from the dendrogram. The algorithm is continued
until the dendrogram is empty.

Proposed Pruning Method
We proposed a new method called Asc adapted from the pre-

vious one. The scorei is also computed for each node. The tree is
traversed from the leaves to the root. When scorei stops growing
between node i and its son-nodes, the two son-nodes are included
in the partition. The node i and its ancestors are then removed from
the dendrogram. The algorithm is continued until there is no leaf
left in the dendrogram.

We noticed that the first method (Best) promotes partitions
composed of large clusters while the second one (Asc) produces
small clusters.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1. Database
The proposed approaches were experimented on a subset of the 2-
speakers data used during NIST 2001 evaluation campaign [8]. The
2-speakers segmentation reference for each test file was available.
This subset was composed of 408 telephone speech conversations
extracted from the Switchboard II corpus. The number of speakers
was 319 (132 males and 187 females). Each speaker appeared in
1 to 4 tests (see Table 1). Each speaker utterance had a duration of
31 seconds on average ( Min =∼14 s, Max =∼53 s.). The total
duration of the database was close to 422 minutes.

Speakers appearing in 1 test 2 tests 3 tests 4 tests
Number of speakers 72 90 64 93

Table 1. Number of speakers appearing in 1 to 4 tests.

For information, in the NIST 2001 evaluation, the best seg-
mentation system did ∼10% of error rate for the 2-speakers task.
In our experiments, we used the 2-speakers segmentation given by
NIST as reference, that is, corresponding to a system which would
do 0% of error rate.

A world/background model was also trained on a different data
set and used to adapt the speaker models and normalize the scores
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Fig. 5.
sures.
ted with each speaker model. This subset was composed of
itchboard II tests uttered by 100 speakers (both males and

s).

utomatic Speaker Recognition System
oustic parameterization (16 cepstral coefficients and 16 ∆-
l coefficients) was carried out using the SPRO module de-

by the ELISA consortium [9].
e speaker models and likelihoods were calculated by the

L automatic speaker recognition system developed at LIA
he speakers were modeled by Gaussian Mixture Models

) with 128 components and diagonal covariance matrices
dapted from the world/background model. The adaptation

was based on the maximum a posteriori method (MAP).

Speaker Experiments

peaker Verification Evaluation
first evaluated the accuracy of the dissimilarity measures.
re, a cross-verification test was performed between two

r utterances. The similarity score, used as the verification
as expressed as the opposite of the dissimilarity measure,

culated between each available pairs of speaker utterances:
= −d(u, v). This score was calculated for each dissimi-
easure available (dclr , d1 with f = l or f = r, and d2 with
r f = r). The verification score was also computed only if
rances u and v came from different audio documents. i.e.
�= +∞.

sults and Discussion
e 1-Speaker verification results shown in Figure 5 were ob-
with 332,112 tests. The similarities calculated with f = l
ot normalized by a background model. Therefore, log-
od results are worse than log-likelihood ratio results.
error rates are higher than the results obtained for the 1-

r verification task of the NIST 2001 evaluation (equal error
∼10%). There are two major differences between our ex-
nts and the NIST 2001 1-Speaker verification results. First,
xperiments, the duration of training utterances was 31 sec-

n average, whereas, for the NIST campaign, 2 minutes of
were available to train each speaker model. Second, for the
erification results, a well known normalization (H-norm)

rformed before the scoring phase.
(with f = r) gives better results than s2 (with f = r).
he data of the other utterances present in the two tested audio
ents improves the performance of the similarity measure.
ally, s1 (with f = r) outperforms sclr at the equal error

DET curve of 1-Speaker Verification test based on similarity mea-
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3.4. Speaker Utterances Tying Experiments

Evaluation
The evaluation of speaker utterances tying was processed on

the partition obtained after the pruning step using the two error rates
proposed in [1].

Let Nc be the number of clusters in partition P .
Let ni be the number of utterances in cluster i.
Let INi be the number of utterances of the main speaker2 inside

the cluster i.
Let OUTi be the number of utterances of the main speaker

outside the cluster i.
The type-I error rate is expressed by:

eI =
1

Nc

∑

i∈P

ni − INi

ni

The type-II error rate is expressed by:

eII =
1

Nc

∑

i∈P

OUTi

INi + OUTi

Type I and II error rates are summarized by : e = eI + eII

Results and Discussion
In our experiments, we note that e and Nc scores are linked

according to the parameter Q used in the pruning methods. A
decreasing of the cluster number Nc produces more errors (i.e. e
grows).

Table 2 presents the results of the two agglomerative methods.
In both cases, e scores between complete linkage and single linkage
are close, but Nc, the number of clusters, is nearest to the real
number (319) with complete linkage.

Complete Linkage Single Linkage
Asc Best Asc Best

e Nc e Nc e Nc e Nc

0.0 63.7 596 68.6 519 64.3 643 65.1 636
0.5 67.5 537 72.8 449 70.0 598 70.6 588
1.0 70.0 505 83.5 350 77.0 544 84.5 484

Table 2. Complete vs. Single linkage; for dclr measure with
Q ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}; e = eI + eII reported in %.

Table 3 presents the results of the dissimilarity measures. The
cross likelihood ratio dclr is the dissimilarity that produces the
best e and the number of clusters the closest to the real number.
The number of clusters (Nc = 596) is important compared to
the real number (319) but eI is low (∼ 7%). Choosing a higher
value for Q produces a partition composed of less clusters (see
table 2). Although d1 performs better than dclr for the 1–Speaker
experiments, this is not the case anymore for the speaker utterances
tying experiments.

The results of the pruning methods are expected: the Asc
method produces smaller clusters and the Best method larger clus-
ters. Moreover, the error e is very close for a given number of clus-
ters, whatever the pruning method is. The choice of the pruning
method will depend on the application.

2the speaker identity which minimizes r.

d2 llk
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Pruning Asc Pruning Best
eI eII e Nc eI eII e Nc

1.4 66.5 67.9 790 27.7 63.0 90.7 540
0.6 67.2 67.8 808 28.1 63.5 91.6 546
6.6 63.8 70.4 708 21.4 60.3 81.7 563
5.5 59.7 65.2 646 14.6 54.6 69.2 529
7.4 56.3 63.7 596 15.1 53.5 68.6 519

. Results of the various dissimilarity measures for complete linkage.
nd e, eI , eII in %. llk = log-likelihood, llr = log-likelihood ratio.

4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

paper, we evaluated the potentiality of hierarchical clas-
n approaches for speaker utterances tying, in the frame-

f speaker indexing. We applied hierarchical classification
ches classically used in speaker clustering to the new prob-
speaker utterances tying. We also proposed two new dis-
ity measures to take into account all the information present
speaker-based segmented audio file and a new bottom-up
cation algorithm. The best system produces a speaker utter-
ing with a very good cluster purity but with a high number
ters.
ture work will focus on normalizing discriminant dissimi-
easures. Experimentation of a complete indexing system,

ting an automatic speaker segmentation phase and a speaker
hase is also planned.
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